
Data 101
How to find and 

look at Data



Why look at Data?

❏ You are given an issue to investigate

❏ You are recognizing a new problem

❏ You want to dig deeper into an existing issue

❏ You want to learn more about a building or program



Where do I go to get Data?

❏ Student Management System

❏ COGNOS-depends

❏ Data.nysed.gov

❏ BEDS

❏ School Safety and Educational Climate (SSEC)

❏ Frontline

❏ Formative Assessments



Presenting the Data:  How do I create visuals?

LEARN EXCEL CHARTS!

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-create-a-chart-4d95c6a5-42d2-
4cfc-aede-0ebf01d409a8

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-create-a-chart-4d95c6a5-42d2-4cfc-aede-0ebf01d409a8


Use a Bar graph when comparing Data over years



Use a Line graph to see changes over time



Use a Pie Chart when looking at parts of a whole



Use a Scatterplot when comparing two different Data sets



Use a Heat Map to look at Large Data sets



Use a Table when looking at individual data



How to Lead the Horse to Water 
(How to get them to see what YOU see)



Change the colors



Use labels differently



Make it pop with an Infographic



Be Direct



General Rules

❏ Start with your purpose in mind
❏ Think of your audience
❏ Start the axis at 0
❏ Don’t forget the Title
❏ Limit the colors-or pick a color theme
❏ Use recognized color themes (red is bad, green is good)

❏ (Use school colors)
❏ Don’t connect the lines if the data isn’t related
❏ Use consistent charts for same data



How do I look at the Data? Follow these steps:

1. Read the Title

2. Read the Axes

3. Learn the Scales

4. Look for Outliers

5. Look for Trends





…and then?

6. Make inferences

7. Draw conclusions

8. Create Plans

*Remember….looking at data always leads to looking at MORE data*



Is there a “Magic Bullet”?



Is there a “Magic Bullet”?



There is no Action Plan that will fix everything…



The best Action Plans..

❏ Look at data first

❏ Seek information from a variety of sources

❏ Target problem areas

❏ Include multiple stakeholders

❏ Contain small steps

❏ Define who is responsible for each step

❏ End with a method to evaluate success

❏ Provide feedback information



Questions?

Donna Marie Norton

Executive Director

dnorton@nscsd.org

315-218-2121

mailto:dnorton@nscsd.org
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